DISCLAIMER

1. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The content of the Board Foundation’s website has been created with the greatest possible care and to the best of our knowledge. Nevertheless, neither the Board Foundation nor its bodies or employees as providers of this website assume any liability for the topicality, completeness and correctness of the pages and contents provided. This is not possible because the relevant standards and directives on corporate governance are subject to constant change and concrete facts and questions relating to aviation can be clarified in a legally binding manner only by examining each individual case in detail.

2. EXTERNAL LINKS

The website contains "external links" to other websites, over whose content the Board Foundation as provider of the website has no influence. For this reason, neither the Board Foundation nor its organs or employees can assume any liability for this content. The respective provider of the linked website is responsible for the content and accuracy of the information provided. At the time of linking, no legal violations were apparent. Upon notification of such an infringement, the link will be removed immediately.

3. COPYRIGHT

The content, works and information provided on this website are protected by copyright. Any kind of duplication, editing and distribution without explicit reference to the Board Foundation or the named employees as authors requires the prior written consent of the respective copyright holder. Any kind of commercial use of the information provided on this website is prohibited and liable to prosecution.

4. DATA PROTECTION

By visiting the website, information (date, time, page called up) about the access can be stored on the server. No personal data (e.g. name, address or e-mail address) is stored. Exceptions to this are the form fields, where personal data must be deliberately entered. The data will not be passed on to third parties without the express consent of the user.